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32 OVERVIEW

“ What the church urgently needs are men and women capable of 
leading others toward a missional transformation of a future church 
which has not yet been imagined.” 
- Alan Roxburgh

“Go therefore and make disciples 
of all the nations, baptizing them 
in the name of the Father and of 

the Son and of the Holy Spirit, 
teaching them to observe all things 

that I have commanded you; and 
lo, I am with you always, even to 

the end of the age” 
(Matthew 28:19-20)

The phenomenal growth of the Church in Africa is equalled only 
by its attendant challenges. This calls for a deep commitment to 
a new kind of leadership training that would wrestle seriously with 
harmonizing the incredible gifts God has deposited in His people 
for the future of the local church. 

Without a doubt, what will be most effective is an innovative, 
visionary, and church-based approach rooted firmly in Biblical 
concepts of in-service and non-formal ministry training. An 
approach that believes that leaders are best trained in the 
context of mentoring relationships in the life and ministry of the 
local church. In this way, theological growth in community and 
God’s mission are reunited in a dynamic way that is helpful to 
both. 

Center for Renewal and Advancement (CRA) exists primarily 
for this purpose. We seek to promote the spiritual health and 
vitality of the Body of Christ by assisting local congregations to 
recognize, embrace and restore the kind of Biblical literacy that 
all believers need to live godly, fruitful lives as revealed in the 
Scriptures. The CRA model is uniquely church-based. Rather 
than remove you from your ministry environment for a short and 

intense period of information transfer, we come alongside for 
months and years, so that you don’t just learn new concepts, but 
are immediately able to apply them to the realities of your unique 
ministry setting. 

In all of our activities, we understand our mandate to be that only 
a theology that emerges out of the life context of a particular 
church could be life giving and support the church in its witness 
to the world. Your local church is the center around which every 
aspect of our coaching revolves. This mandate can be expressed 
in the following ways:

a. in the life and 
context of the local 
church

b. under the 
authority of local 
church leadership

c. in a non-formal 
setting with local 
church members

d. Among other 
Bible-believing 
churches

e. For the mission 
outreach of the 
church

cra.org.ng
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Disciple making is a process; a process of building foundations 
for faith and living. Whether you are dealing with people who 
want to know more about Jesus, are new to Christianity, or who 
have been away from God and recently made a decision to 
reconnect with God and His Church, our role here at The Center 
for Renewal and Advancement is to break this process up 
into major progressive and measurable steps. The overall goal 
is to help your church transform unchurched people and your 
members into fully functioning followers of Christ. 

Steps to Becoming a Disciple of Christ

The basis of our discipleship training series is the insight that 
Christianity or following Christ is a journey. Consequently, our 
disciple-making approach adopts a 4-part chain of steps that 
gets to the heart of the Christian faith. It offers great practical 
keys to living life in relationship with and obedience to Jesus 
Christ. It is designed to help the unchurched or the believer 
understand the gospel and the Christian life so as to grow in their 
faith and to lay a firm foundation that takes them forward into 
God’s purpose.

The Great Commission is to make disciples of all nations.  
(Matt. 28: 19-20)

Leadership DevelopmentnextSTEPS  
Getting Started on Your Journey of Spiritual Growth

“Leaders who experience convergence learn to steward their life 
experiences, charting their futures based upon God’s unique shaping 
of their life.”

Leaders live lives focused on helping others. These same 
leaders often need help in determining their own future direction. 
Uncertainty can set in as leaders attempt to navigate the 
rough waters that lead from success to significance, on their 
way to making their ultimate contribution for the Kingdom of 
God. Building leadership takes more than just doing. It takes 
commitment from every level of an organization to continuous 
improvement efforts. 

Leadership Improvement Process

Understanding the step-by-step process of advancing allows 
for an increased prioritization of efforts in the areas of personal 
calling, major role, effective methodologies, and ultimate 
contribution so that leaders come to a place of convergence of 
being and doing.

Through the Leadership Improvement Process we collaborate 
with partner churches to identify essential elements of how God 
develops leaders, and how leaders move toward making their 
ultimate contribution to God’s Kingdom. This way, they are able 
to gain perspective and insight needed to clarify their ultimate 
contribution and move toward convergence as leaders. 

LeaderShift

LeaderShift is about rediscovering the biblical foundation for 
leadership and church development. The module is designed to 
help the senior pastor identify, mobilize, and train leaders to lead 
as God intended. The core concept of LeaderShift is to help 
ministry leaders create a “serving church.” This requires turning 
vision into action through an intentional, systematic shift from 
primarily program planning and event coordinating to people 
equipping. The module provides the leader with the opportunity 
to actualize this through a step-by-step plan that equips others 
for ministry using the 4Cs model: calling, connecting, coaching, 
and changing.

Our overall goal is to assist partner churches understand the 
step-by-step process of shift and to develop a framework for 
training and releasing people into successful ministry teams 
of faithful, fruitful, and fulfilled believers who are making God 
famous.

Calling 

& 

Connecting

Coaching 

& 

Changing
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It is demanding to think that one day, local church leaders will be 
accountable to God for people in their care. This certainly includes the 
doctrinal health of their churches. 
(Hebrews 13:17)

Leadership Development Ministry Skills

ChurchNext

In today’s fast-changing world, churches are realising that they 
must change their methods in order to reach the world with the 
unchanging message of the Gospel. But the same churches 
often struggle with how to initiate the process of re-envisioning 
the ministry of a local congegration.

The ChurchNext process lays the foundation for change by first 
seeking to assess the activity of God in the context in which 
ministry must occur. ChurchNext challenges leaders to review a 
local church’s biblical mandate and clarfiy their values in light of 
the Word of God. Next, leaders are challenged to gain a greater 
understanding of the nature of the community and the cultural 
context of ministry.

ChurchNext is a spiritual discovery process that will bring renewal 
to your church. It offers a step-by-step guide for discovering 
God’s unique shaping of the life and vision of the church. It also 
assists in the development of a strategic plan that reflects a 
module of action that flows out of biblical values and vision. Once 
a clear, concise statement of vision has been develped, your 
church leadership then detemines the best ministry model and 
goals that will help you carry out your vision.

Knowing What To Expect

Your church will clarify its answers to the following eight ministry 
shaping questions: 

l Why do we exist as a church?
– Biblical Purpose

l How has God worked in our past?
– Ministry Milestone

l Whom has God called us to reach?
– Ministry Focus

l Who has God shaped us to be?
– Core Values

l Where is God leading us in the future?
– Vision

l Which model best facilitates our vision?
– Ministry Model

l How will we accomplish our vision?
– Goals

l What is our implementation plan for the next three
(or more) years?
– Mission Plan

“It is the responsibility of the leadership of a local church to see their 
world from God’s perspective and then align their lives and ministries 
in accordance with how God is at work.”

Sound Doctrine

Biblical Support

Life Transformation

Lifelong Learning

To help local church leaders clarify their own theological beliefs 
in aspects of core orthodox Christian doctrines

To help church leaders understand the scriptural basis for these 
foundational Christian truths

To help church leaders identify how each core biblical doctrine 
can change lives

To encourage sttitudes of inquiry and humility among church 
leaders as they continue their study of Christian theology in a 
lifelong search for greater spiritual understanding and impact

Thinking Theologically

Paul’s words to Timothy and Titus make it clear. Titus, for 
example, had to teach “sound doctrine” and identify elders who 
would “encourage others by sound doctrine and refute those 
who oppose it” (Titus 2:1; 1:9). Timothy was told that a time 
would come “when men will not put up with sound doctrine” (2 
Timothy 4:3). Thinking Theologically is about being faithful to 
truth and sound doctrine. It is also about life-transformation.

Discover

Prepare

Access

Implement
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Becoming an Equipping Church

The Challenge
Most people walk into the church with a consumer mind-set. 
We live in a consumer culture where we are used to going to 
superstores, web sites, and highly specialised vendors who 
provide us with many choices and services so we can get exactly 
what we want. Many choose a church by looking for the one 
that gives them the best “religious goods and services,” since 
they are consumers of “religious goods and services”. It is hard 
to move people from a consumer mind-set to a servant lifestyle 
when so much in their world militiates against this transition. Yet, 
it is exactly this transformation that will provide them with the 
greatest joy and maturity.

The Solution
Like building a site well-stocked with quality raw materials, the 
average local congegration abounds with possibilities – life 
changing ministries just waiting to be developed. Becoming an 
Equipping Church module shows you how. The module provides 
you with a framework on how to prepare your members to 
understand their gifts and live out their calling in every area of 
their lives – church, community, family, marketplace, and mission. 
It is discipleship that includes both knowledge and action, 
resulting in group maturity.

Church Dynamics: What is the Church supposed to be  
and do?

Explore ideas and develop convictions 
about the nature, mission, ministry, and 
maturity of Christ’s Church.

Church and Mission: Local Congegration as Mission

Church and Mission deals specifically with the task of the Church 
on earth. It aims to convince local church leaders on the basis 
of a detailed study of God’s purposes as revealed in the Bible 
that they can and should assume the primary responsibility for 
the mission with which Christ charged his followers: to go into 
all the world and preach the Gospel. The module facilitates the 
formulation fo a concrete and workable mission strategy for the 
local church.Church Dynamics offer an ordered approach to learning by 

packaging key truths together. Partner churches explore and 
develop convictions about what the Church is to be and what 
the Church is to do. Rather than collecting bits and pieces 
of information about the Church, they get an integrated, 
comprehensive study of the foundational aspects of the Church. 
The goal is to help leaders evaulate their own local church and 
develop an action plan for their ministry.

Part One. What is the Church to be?

Leaders will discover the value, purpose, and identity of the 
church, then study two main images: The Body of Christ and the 
Family of God. Finally, they will examine church leadership.

Part Two. What is the Church supposed to do? 

Leaders will explore the Church’s ministry in worship, discipline, 
outreach and finances. Then they’ll consider the hallmarks of 
maturity. Finally, they will develop an action plan for their church.

Goals:

l Express the Church’s mission in relation to God’s
eternal plan and Christ’s redemptive work.

l Describe the nature and scope of the local church’s
role in mission.

l Help local churches formulate a workable mission
strategy and take initial steps in implementing it.

l Assist individual Christians assess their personal
commitment to the mission of the church and align
their lives more full with it.

PART ONE
(Building an Equipping Ministry Vision and Culture)

PART TWO
(Building an Equipping Ministry System)

Part 1 is designed primarily to allow senior pastors, governing 
boards, key staff members, and nonpaid leaders think through how 

they can cast the vision and build the internal church culture that 
will serve as the foundation fo healthy equipping ministry. 

This first section provides the “general’s guide” to creating overall 
strategy. It walks you through the practical stages, and helps your 

church transition to equipping vision and values.

Part 2 is designed primarily for the equipping ministry director/
coordinator and the various people and teams that will implement 

the vision.

This first section can be viewed as the “field guide”, with how-
tos, application steps, models of how others have applied these 
principles, and a number of worksheets to serve as guides for 

developing your own approach.

The CRA Approach
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The MicroStart module offers a concrete methodology and 
ready-to-use tools for establishing a microfinance project. It 
offers existing or new economic and social service organisations 
a proven approach for meeting global demand for small loans 
to the smallest businesses. The MicroStart module is especially 
useful for churches interested in building outreach to this 
important sector of the urban poor.

Section One (Introduction)
Reviews the lessons of project managers of the past twenty years and many of the myths surrounding lending to the poor. It also 

discusses what mistakes have led to poor performance in the past and how to avoid them. Finally, this section looks at the valuable 
lessons which can be derived from financial practices long employed in the informal sector and which form the basis for the “laws” of 

good mircofinance.

Section Two (Planning)
Outlines general principles of good planning and guides you through the design of a MicroStart project. You will answer questions 
such as: Whom do you intend to reach? Why do they need your help? Which financial services will you offer? How long will it be 

before you generate enough interest and fees to pay for your operating costs?

Section Three (Starting)
Suggests how to set up your office and recruit and prepare staff. It shows you how to build a strong team that gets the job done, 
and how to reward good performance. You’ll learn how to train client groups so they stay together, elect good officers and repay 

their loans.

Section Four (Managing)
Demonstrate how to collect and disburse cash, keep records, track loan payments, take action on overdue loans, and create and 

analyse reports. It also presents guidlines for evaulating project efficiency and financial performance. It shows how to manage 
healthy loan portfolio and indicates the early warning signals of poor performance.

LDP
Living your life by choice instead of chance.

The process is simple, but powerful. It has one primary aim –  
to empower you to go from where you are to where you want to be.

1. Where have I been?

Reflection

2. Where am I now?

Assessment

3. Where do I want to go?

Goal-setting

4. How do I plan to get there?

Planning

Overview of MicroStart:

The module is divided into four sections and includes a tool 
kit. It begins with ground rules and best practices, then moves 
on to design and management of a successful project. Took 
kit contains copies of al forms discussed in the module, 
ranging from planning formats to recommended accounting 
documentation.
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Exclusively for Church Founders, General Overseers, Senior 
Pastors, and Leaders of Para-Church Organizations

There comes a time when an organization is poised at the 
“strategic inflection point”—a time in the life of an organization 
when its fundamentals are about to change. Most churches, 
including those with a high leadership quotient, get stuck 
somewhere or somehow about thinking through the central issue 
of vision and how to articulate it. Every church and especially 
the effective churches could really benefit from a “strategic 
outsider”—somebody who walks in with the ability to listen, ask 
the right questions, and help navigate church leaders through 
challenges with vision clarity. The good news is that church can 
both transform and be transforming if leaders can take swift, 
decisive and prayerful action. CRA’s Apostolic Consulting 
provides the leader with tools to fulfill this mission.

CRA Apostolic Consulting is about a Systemic Change:

Our approach is more diagnostic. Doctors diagnose and 
prescribe; they do not make value judgments. Sometimes 
the prescription is a remedy, and sometimes it is preventive 
medicine. The same is true about our consulting procedure. The 
task is not to make a value judgment about the congregation, 
but to make a diagnosis. It will enable you ask some crucial 
questions that constitute the basic tool for assessing, planning, 
and a repositioning that results in an overall systemic reform. 
CRA helps leaders apply the tactics to be the greatest leverage 
for change, and guide the church deeper into the mystery of and 
communion with Christ:

Sunday ’Jide Komolafe is associate professor of intercultural 
studies and leadership development and executive director of 
Center for Renewal and Advancement (CRA). He earned his 
Ph.D. with Distinction at Fuller Theological Seminary, and was 
the recipient of the 2004 Contextualization Award for best work 
on the integration of mission history, theology, contemporary 
culture, and ecclesiology. Prof. Komolafe is a man of many 
parts—missionary, scholar, and churchman. As a missionary, he 
has extensive cross-cultural experience, having served in Hong-
Kong, South Korea, Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, Thailand, 
New Zealand, Australia, and the United States of America.

He is a seasoned educator with over 30 years of teaching 
experience. He was professor of world religions at the University 
of Phoenix, Southern California Campus. He has served on the 
faculty of West African Theological Seminary, Lagos-Nigeria, 
as professor of ministry and theology and founding director of 
its Urban Missions and Wholistic Ministries. He is currently an 
adjunct professor at International Leadership University (ILU), 
Lagos-Nigeria. He continues to serve as visiting professor of 
African studies and intercultural education at the University of 
California, Los Angeles – USA. 

Although born and raised in The Apostolic Church of Nigeria, 
Prof. Komolafe has been involved with a variety of church 
traditions over the past 20 years. He is a practitioner who also 
consults with Episcopal-level church leaders in Nigeria. His 
current interest is in promoting the spiritual health and vitality of 
the Body of Christ by assisting church leaders assess, articulate 
and align their vision to God’s purpose for the Church, whether 
they are a church start, are facing growth barriers, planning 
a multi-site strategy, transitioning through interim seasons or 
planning new facilities. He is a specialist in the field of practical 
theology and leadership development.

As a scholar and churchman Prof. Komolafe has authored 
works mainly on issues related to church and mission some 
of which include The Changing Face of Christianity: Revisiting 
African Creativity (2004); Christ, Church, and the Cosmos: 
A Missiological Reading of Paul’s Epistle to the Ephesians 
(2006); Learning From the Apostolic Churches; and Beyond 
Triumphalism: Challenges Facing Nigerian Born-Again Christianity 
(2012). His upcoming book is The Transformation of African 
Christianity: Development and Change in the Nigerian Church 
(2012).

Prof. (Rev.) S. ’Jide Komolafe

What?

Why?

How?

Foundational  
Diagnosis

Functional 
Dianosis

Formal 
Diagnosis

Systemic Change
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